
JOSH REGEV FULL STACK DEVELOPER

Haifa     058-5175427

jsrgev@gmail.com

github.com/jsrgev

linkedin.com/in/jsrgev

jsrgev.net/portfolio

I'm a full stack developer

experienced in JavaScript and web

design, with a university background

in linguistics, where I focused on

syntax. I enjoy applying logic to

tackle complex problems and write

e�cient code. On the front end, I

employ usability principles to provide

a clear, intuitive interface for users. I

am constantly learning and

incorporating new techniques into

my work.

TECHNICAL SKILLS

 Javascript

 React

 Redux

 Node.js

 PostgreSQL

 MongoDB

 HTML5

 CSS3

LANGUAGES

English - native speaker

Hebrew - advanced

Spanish - intermediate

French - intermediate

Italian - intermediate

TECHNICAL PROJECTS

Finish It! — accountability social network

finish-it.herokuapp.com github.com/jsrgev/finalproject

- Created original webapp that lets users add and edit tasks they want

to accomplish, share with other users, view newsfeeds and profiles,

and optionally set up penalties for tasks not completed on time.

- Back end uses Node.js and MongoDB, and JWTs for login.

- Built front end with React, Redux, and date-fns library.

- Utilized cron and cron-manager to schedule penalties on ifttt.com.

Language Dragon — language study webapp

jsrgev.net/languagedragon github.com/jsrgev/hackathon2

- Built an original app that fetches translations from Yandex Translate

API, based on words/phrases entered by the user for selected

language. Quizzes are provided, and an algorithm determines the

frequency to present each word based on past performance.

- Designed registration & login system using JWTs.

- Utilized Node.js to create a server to handle GET and POST requests

from the front end. Data is stored on server and in local storage.

EDUCATION

Developers Institute, Tel Aviv
April  2021 - July 2021

Full Stack Web Development - JavaScript bootcamp

Stony Brook University, New York — BA in Linguistics
2000 - 2003

Graduated summa cum laude

EXPERIENCE

Blue Generation, New York — Production Assistant
2012 - 2016

- Created sales projections, purchase orders for B2B apparel company

- Managed all aspects of importing containers

- Performed extensive testing for customized MP2 software updates

Roca Labs, remote — Marketing Writer/Editor
2010 - 2012

- Adapted Israeli product website for American market

- Researched, wrote, edited, translated articles (Hebrew to English)

- Formulated, arranged support material based on customer feedback
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